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ABSTRACT
We present 594 radial velocity measurements for 71 white dwarfs obtained during our
search for binary white dwarfs and not reported elsewhere. We identify three excellent
candidate binaries, which require further observations to confirm our preliminary esti-
mates for their orbital periods, and one other good candidate. We investigate whether
our data support the existence of a population of single, low mass (0.5M ) white dwarfs
(LMWDs). These stars are difficult to explain in standard models of stellar evolution.
We find that a model with a mixed single/binary population is at least ∼ 20 times
more likely to explain our data than a pure binary population. This result depends
on assumed period distributions for binary LMWDs, assumed companion masses and
several other factors. Therefore, the evidence in favour of the existence of a population
of single LMWDs is not sufficient, in our opinion, to firmly establish the existence of
such a population, but does suggest that extended observations of LMWDs to obtain a
more convincing result would be worthwhile .
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1 INTRODUCTION
The observed mass distribution of white dwarf stars is
strongly peaked around 0.55M (Finley et al. 1997, Berg-
eron et al. 1992, Bragaglia et al. 1995). Although models of
the evolution leading to white dwarfs are extremely uncer-
tain, it appears that this is the minimum mass of a white
dwarf that can be formed through single star evolution in the
lifetime of the Galaxy (Bragaglia et al. 1995). White dwarfs
more massive than this minimum are formed from initially
more massive stars, but they are much less common than
lower mass stars, and so the observed mass distribution is
strongly peaked. In this paper we deal with white dwarf stars
below this \minimum" mass. These are thought to be the
result of binary star evolution, in which the evolution of a
star during the red giant phase is interrupted by interactions
with a nearby star. The physics of this interaction is com-
plex but it is thought to lead to the stripping of the outer
hydrogen layers from the red giant in a \common-envelope"
phase, halting the formation of the degenerate helium core
and leading to the formation of an anomalously low mass
white dwarf (Iben & Livio 1993). The hypothesis that bi-
nary evolution forms low mass white dwarfs (LMWDs) was
conrmed by the discovery of Marsh et al. (1995) of at least
5 short period binary white dwarfs in a sample of 7 LMWDs.
However, there is growing evidence that LMWDs may not
all be binaries (Maxted & Marsh 1998). It has been sug-
gested that this is a result of the merging of the binary fol-
lowing the common-envelope phase (Iben et al. 1997), but
the lack of any detectable rotation in the apparently sin-
gle white dwarfs has cast doubt on this suggestion (Maxted
& Marsh 1998). An alternative hypothesis is that the giant
planets recently discovered orbiting solar-type stars lead to
a common-envelope phase, but evaporate during that phase
leaving an apparently single LMWD (Nelemans & Tauris
1998).
We have been successful in nding new white dwarf bi-
naries and measuring their orbital periods using the tech-
niques of Marsh et al. (1995). Those results have been pre-
sented elsewhere (Moran 1999; Moran, Marsh & Maxted
2000; Maxted , Marsh & Moran, 2000). We have observed
many white dwarfs in the course of our search for binary
white dwarfs but have not, in general, reported these ra-
dial velocity measurements unless the star was found to be
a binary and the orbital period identied. These radial ve-
locity measurements are a valuable resource, both for kine-
matic studies and for future surveys for binary white dwarfs.
Therefore, in this paper we report our 594 radial velocity
measurements for 71 white dwarfs not already reported else-
where. We identify 4 new candidate binary white dwarfs and
report preliminary orbital periods for three of them. We also
consider the evidence for the existence of a population of
single low mass white dwarfs.
2 OBSERVATIONS AND REDUCTIONS
The data have been obtained over several years using several
instruments. Most of the data come from observations ob-
tained with the intermediate dispersion spectrograph (IDS)
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on the 2.5m Isaac Newton Telescope (INT) on the Island of
La Palma. Additional spectra for some stars were obtained
using the ISIS spectrograph on the 4.2m William Herschel
Telescope (WHT), also on La Palma, and the RGO spec-
trograph on the 3.9m Anglo-Australian Telescope (AAT) at
Siding Spring, Australia. The detectors used in every case
were charge-coupled devices (CCDs). Details of all three in-
struments, the dates of all the observing runs and the dis-
persion per pixel used are given in Table 1.
The observing procedure is very similar in each case. We
obtain spectra of our target stars around the H line with a
resolution of 1A. Exposure times are typically 5{20 minutes
and never longer than 30 minutes. Spectra of an arc lamp are
taken before and after each target spectrum with the tele-
scope tracking the star. None of the CCDs used showed any
structure in unexposed images, so a constant bias level de-
termined from a clipped-mean value in the over-scan region
was subtracted from all the images. Sensitivity variations
were removed using observations of a tungsten calibration
lamp. The sensitivity variations along the spectrograph slit
are removed using observations of the twilight sky in the
AAT images because the tungsten calibration lamp is inside
the spectrograph. We have occasionally used the same tech-
nique for the WHT and INT spectra, though it makes little
dierence in practice whether we use sky images or lamp
images to calibrate these images.
Extraction of the spectra from the images was per-
formed automatically using optimal extraction to maximize
the signal-to-noise of the resulting spectra (Horne 1986).
The arcs associated with each stellar spectrum were ex-
tracted using the prole determined for the stellar image
to avoid possible systematic errors due to tilted arc lines.
The wavelength scale was determined from a polynomial t
to measured arc line positions and the wavelength of the
target spectra interpolated from the calibration established
from the bracketing arc spectra. Uncertainties on every data
point calculated from photon statistics are rigorously prop-
agated through every stage of the data reduction.
3 ANALYSIS
3.1 Radial velocity measurements.
To measure the radial velocities we used least-squares tting
of a model line prole. This model line prole is the sum-
mation of four Gaussian proles with dierent widths and
depths but with a common central position which varies
between spectra. Only data within 5000 kms−1 of the H
line is included in the tting process. We rst normalize the
spectra using a linear t to the continuum either side of the
H line. We then use a least-squares t to all the spectra to
establish the shape of the model line prole. A least squares
t of this prole to each spectrum in which the position
of the line is the only free parameter gives the nal helio-
centric radial velocities reported in Table 9. The uncertain-
ties quoted are calculated by propagating the uncertainties
on every data point in the spectra right through the data
reduction and analysis. These uncertainties are reliable in
most cases, but some caution must be exercised for quoted
uncertainties of less than  0:5 km s−1. This corresponds to
less than 1=20 of a pixel in the original data, so systematic
Table 1. Summary of the spectrograph/telescope combinations
used to obtain spectra for this study. The slit width used in each
case is approximately 1arcsec. The resolution and the sampling
are both in units of A˚.
Date Telescope Spectro- Reso- Sampling
graph lution
Mar 96 AAT RGO 0.7 0.23
Aug 97 AAT RGO 0.7 0.24
Mar 97 AAT RGO 0.7 0.23
Jun 98 AAT RGO 0.7 0.29
Mar 99 AAT RGO 0.7 0.29
Apr 94 INT IDS 0.7 0.36
Jun 95 INT IDS 0.9 0.39
Feb 97 INT IDS 0.9 0.39
Jun 97 INT IDS 0.9 0.39
Nov 97 INT IDS 0.9 0.39
Feb 98 INT IDS 0.9 0.39
Sep 98 INT IDS 0.9 0.39
Feb 99 INT IDS 0.9 0.39
Apr 99 INT IDS 0.6 0.30
Jun 93 WHT ISIS 0.8 0.38
Aug 93 WHT ISIS 0.8 0.38
Jul 94 WHT ISIS 1.8 0.74
Jan 95 WHT ISIS 0.8 0.40
Nov 97 WHT ISIS 0.8 0.40
Feb 98 WHT ISIS 0.8 0.40
Jul 98 WHT ISIS 0.8 0.40
Table 2. Measurements of offsets in radial velocity measurements
between various data sets.
Star First Second Oset
observing run observing run (km s−1)
WD0132+254 WHT, Nov 97 INT, Feb 98 +6:9 4:0
WD0316+345 WHT, Jan 95 INT, Sep 98 −0:5 1:6
WD0341+021 WHT, Nov 97 INT, Feb 98 −31:5 6:9
WD0401+250 INT, Nov 97 INT, Feb 98 +1:6 2:7
WD0401+250 WHT, Nov 97 INT, Feb 98 −1:9 2:7
WD0437+152 WHT, Nov 97 INT, Feb 98 −0:9 3:0
WD0453+418 WHT, Jan 95 INT, Feb 99 −3:4 1:2
WD0549+158 INT, Feb 98 INT, Feb 99 −1:9 3:0
WD0808+595 WHT, Nov 97 INT, Feb 98 −2:6 6:5
WD1031−114 INT, Feb 99 AAT, Mar 99 −3:4 2:7
WD1105−048 AAT, Mar 97 INT, Feb 99 +0:3 1:2
WD1105−048 AAT, Mar 96 INT, Feb 99 +0:5 0:7
WD1257+032 WHT, Jan 95 INT, Jun 95 +3:2 2:5
WD1257+032 INT, Jun 95 AAT, Mar 99 −0:9 5:6
WD1257+032 WHT, Jan 95 AAT, Mar 99 +2:3 5:7
WD1310+583 INT, Jul 97 INT, Feb 98 +1:2 2:2
WD1327−083 AAT, Mar 97 AAT, Jun 98 −1:3 0:3
WD1327−083 AAT, Mar 96 AAT, Jun 98 +1:1 0:2
WD1353+409 WHT, Jun 93 WHT, Jan 95 −3:8 3:5
WD1353+409 WHT, Jan 95 WHT, Feb 98 +9:3 3:2
WD1407−475 AAT, Mar 96 AAT, Mar 97 −22:0 1:5
WD1614+136 WHT, Jun 93 WHT, Feb 98 +2:1 2:1
WD1614+136 WHT, Jun 93 AAT, Jun 96 +1:9 4:7
WD1620−391 AAT, Mar 97 AAT, Aug 97 +3:6 0:6
WD1620−391 AAT, Mar 97 AAT, Jun 98 −0:8 1:6
HS1653+7753 INT, Sep 98 INT, Feb 99 −3:0 8:2
WD1943+163 INT, Jun 95 AAT, Jun 95 +0:8 2:1
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errors such as telluric absorption features and uncertainties
in the wavelength calibration are certain to be a signicant
source of uncertainty for these measurements.
Where data has been obtained for a star on more than
one instrument we have measured the oset between the
data sets to look for systematic dierences. These osets are
given in Table 2. Almost all of these osets are consisted with
an oset between data sets of no more than  1 kms−1. The
obvious exceptions are WD0341+021 and WD 1407−475,
which we discuss more fully below.
3.2 Criterion for variability.
For each star we calculate a weighted mean radial velocity.
This mean is the best estimate of the radial velocity of the
star assuming this quantity is constant. We then calculate
the 2 statistic for this \model", i.e. the goodness-of-t of
a constant to the observed radial velocities. We can then
compare the observed value of 2 with the distribution of 2
for the appropriate number of degrees of freedom. We then
calculate the probability of obtaining the observed value of
2 or higher from random fluctuations of constant value, p.
The observed values of the weighted mean radial velocity,
2 and the logarithm of this probability, log10(p), are given
for all the white dwarfs in our sample in Table 4. If we nd
log10(p) < −4 we consider this to be a detection of a binary.
In a sample of 71 objects, this results in a less than 1 percent
chance of random fluctuations producing one or more false
detections.
In order to estimate the fraction of binaries that would
be detected using our observations with this detection crite-
rion we use a Monte Carlo approach. We generate synthetic
radial velocity measurements with the same temporal sam-
pling and accuracy as the actual observations of each star
and add the appropriate amount of noise. We include the
projection eects due to randomly oriented orbits. Periods
are selected randomly from one of the theoretical period
distributions described below. The mass of the white dwarf
observed, M , is taken from Table 4 if known or is calculated
for each trial perid P from log(M) = 0:13 log(P )− 0:6. This
is simply an approximation to the main feature of the bi-
variate distribution of periods and masses for binary white
dwarfs given by Saer et al. (1998). We then estimate our
detection eciency using the number of trials which statisfy
our detection criterion for the following two cases.
The rst case is a white dwarf companion with the same
mass as the visible white dwarf. We use the sum of the period
distributions for white dwarfs with white dwarf companions
of all types including the loss of systems due to 108y of
gravitational wave radiation given by Iben et al. (1997, their
Figs 2(c) and 2(d)). Note that their models give a mean mass
ratio of around 0.7 with the fainter, i.e., older, companion
being more massive. However, there are now six white dwarf
{ white dwarf binaries with directly measured mass ratios,
and these tend to be 1 (Table 3). It is not straightforward
to estimate the selection eects but a mass ratio of 1 does
seem to be more typical for these binaries. This detection
eciency is given in Table 4 under e(A).
The second case is a main-sequence companion with
a mass of 0.08M . The theoretical period distribution in
this case is the sum of the distributions given by Iben
Table 3. Measured mass ratios for white dwarf – white dwarf
binaries.
Name Mass ratio Reference
WD0136+768 1.270.04 Moran, Maxted & Marsh 2000
WD0135-052 0.900.04 Saer et al. 1988
WD0957−666 1.140.02 Moran, Maxted & Marsh 2000
WD1101+364 0.870.03 Marsh 1995
WD1204+450 1.0950.04 Moran, Maxted & Marsh 2000



















Figure 1. The detection efficiency as a function of orbital pe-
riod assuming a mass ratio of one for WD 0346−011 (dashed
line), WD 0913+442, (dash-dotted line) and WD 0101+048 (solid
line). The theoretical period distributions used to estimate the
detection efficiencies for stars with white dwarf companions (his-
togram, solid line) and main sequence companions (histogram,
dashed line) are also shown.
et al. for companions to white dwarfs with mass less than
0.3M (their Figs 3(c) and 3(d)). This detection eciency
is given in Table 4 under e(B). We use 100,000 trials to
measure these eciencies, which is sucient to give an ac-
curacy of a few tenths of one percent. We can also plot these
detection eciencies as a function of period to get a more
qualitative view. Some examples are shown in Fig. 1.
4 NOTES ON INDIVIDUAL OBJECTS
WD 0101+048: This object is variable according to our cri-
terion. The H line is narrower than usual so we only use
data within 2000 kms−1 of H to measure the radial ve-
locities. The periodogram of these velocities is complex
with peaks near 0.16cycles/d and 0.85cycles/d. We used
a circular orbit t by least squares to the measured ra-
dial velocities to x the position of the absorption core in
each spectrum in a least-squares t to all the spectra to
re-determine the model line prole. We then re-measured
the radial velocities with this improved model line prole.
These are the velocities given in Table 9. The periodogram
of these data shows many peaks of similar signicance.
We used the seven most signicant peaks to give an ini-
tial value of the period in a least-squares t of a circular
orbit to the data. The results are given in Table 5. Periods
near 6.4d and 1.2d are equally likely and there are several
periods near these values which would give a satisfactory
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Table 4. Summary of our radial velocity measurements for white dwarfs. References for the masses are as follows: 1. Bergeron et al.
1992; 2. Bergeron et al. 1995; 3. Finley et al. 1997; 4. Homeier et al. 1998; 5. Moran 1999; 6. Vennes et al. 1997; 7. Bragaglia et al.1995.
Name N Mean 2 log10(p) e(A) e(B) Mass Ref.
(km s−1) (%) (%) (M )
WD0011+000 3 27.0  2.3 2.80 -0.61 66.6 21.5
WD0101+048 14 63.4  0.2 105.27 -15.80 99.1 68.2
WD0126+101 6 7.1  0.4 5.90 -0.50 90.8 40.8 0.50 0.03 5
WD0132+254 8 36.3  0.5 5.71 -0.24 95.5 49.1 0.36 0.03 5
WD0142+312 8 37.6  1.1 11.41 -0.92 86.1 35.7
WD0143+216 5 20.8  1.2 7.17 -0.89 82.5 32.2
WD0147+674 6 30.2  1.1 9.65 -1.07 79.9 22.6 0.450.03,0.480.01 1,3
WD0148+467 2 15.3  2.4 0.44 -0.29 34.3 4.3 0.530.03,0.570.03 1,5
WD0151+017 4 63.2  0.8 0.64 -0.05 72.1 21.5 0.48 0.03 5
WD0213+396 6 26.2  1.4 22.36 -3.35 86.5 36.8
WD0316+345 12 -42.9  0.2 27.82 -2.46 98.4 64.8 0.400.03 1
WD0320−539 7 57.8  0.8 14.21 -1.56 87.8 30.0 0.580.02,0.470.03 3,7
WD0332+320 4 100.9  1.7 2.60 -0.34 66.2 11.8 0.710.03 5
WD0339+523 9 3.3  0.5 7.41 -0.31 92.8 46.5 0.340.03 1
WD0341+021 7 -53.2  0.6 33.65 -5.11 94.1 45.6 0.380.03 5
WD0346−011 10 134.5  5.2 26.95 -2.85 55.2 0.0 1.270.03,1.230.08 1,4
WD0401+250 11 81.7  0.3 10.16 -0.37 98.8 49.9 0.630.03 5
WD0407+179 1 62.5 2.3 | | | | 0.490.03 5
WD0416+334 6 -44.4  0.7 8.79 -0.93 90.7 45.2
WD0416+701 18 21.3  0.2 92.48 -11.67 98.7 62.6
WD0437+152 8 21.1  0.5 6.32 -0.30 95.5 48.3 0.380.03 5
WD0446−789 7 40.2  0.4 3.24 -0.11 91.5 42.0 0.510.02 7 7
WD0453+418 15 59.7  0.2 29.83 -2.09 99.0 69.3 0.430.03 1
WD0507+045.1 6 37.8  0.8 6.95 -0.65 90.2 32.3 0.610.03 5
WD0507+045.2 6 48.2  1.5 4.24 -0.29 85.4 15.2 0.710.03 5
WD0509−007 5 22.1  1.5 3.16 -0.27 88.5 36.1 0.3820.005 3
WD0516+365 2 54.8  4.6 0.43 -0.29 26.0 1.9 0.590.03 5
WD0549+158 17 30.0  0.6 18.00 -0.49 95.7 38.9 0.470.02, 0.510.01 4,3
WD0658+624 6 13.6  0.7 6.33 -0.56 90.7 37.1 0.540.03 5
WD0752−146 4 28.6  1.2 19.19 -3.60 86.1 34.7
WD0752−146 B 4 -146.8  1.3 17.58 -3.27 85.3 33.4
WD0808+595 7 15.3  1.1 7.62 -0.57 88.9 29.6 0.370.03 5
WD0824+288 B 2 -36.8  2.9 0.02 -0.06 19.3 3.6
WD0839+231 8 0.3  0.5 3.72 -0.09 93.0 40.7 0.480.03,0.480.01 1,3
WD0906+296 8 93.5  1.0 3.95 -0.11 84.5 23.9 0.520.03 5
WD0913+442 6 58.6  0.7 5.93 -0.50 91.2 33.1 0.760.04,0.700.03 2,5
WD0945+245 5 62.7  2.1 2.78 -0.23 82.9 27.1
WD0950−572 2 46.2  6.7 0.01 -0.04 27.8 3.3 0.420.03 5
WD0954+247 5 59.9  0.7 6.91 -0.85 85.4 37.3
WD0954−710 7 18.6  0.3 16.86 -2.01 95.5 53.8 0.470.03,0.450.04 5,7
WD1026+023 8 18.2  0.6 11.05 -0.86 90.7 37.8 0.530.03,0.540.03 3,5
WD1029+537 5 35.4  5.6 12.46 -1.85 61.1 1.0 0.580.02 3
WD1031−114 8 41.1  0.9 5.54 -0.23 97.7 48.2 0.520.01, 0.570.03 3,5
WD1036+433 5 -5.6  0.4 2.19 -0.15 97.3 64.3
WD1039+747 4 47.7  3.8 2.88 -0.39 60.8 6.8 0.450.03 1
WD1105−048 18 50.8  0.1 36.10 -2.35 99.9 88.9 0.490.03,0.480.03,0.530.03 1,4,5
WD1229−012 9 18.6  1.0 26.10 -3.00 95.4 38.5 0.42 0.03 5
WD1232+479 10 6.0  0.4 17.27 -1.35 91.1 40.1 0.530.03 1
WD1257+032 17 23.8  0.4 25.99 -1.27 97.6 45.6 0.460.03 1
WD1310+583 15 4.5  0.3 8.97 -0.08 97.1 38.6
WD1327−083 19 45.1  0.1 82.77 -9.55 100.0 97.1 0.520.03,0.500.02 5,7
WD1353+409 13 -2.6  0.5 16.29 -0.75 97.6 47.1 0.400.03 1
WD1407−475 17 38.5  0.2 292.70 < −45 99.2 64.7 0.500.02 7
WD1422+095 6 1.6  0.7 14.85 -1.96 92.1 41.3 0.510.04 7
EUVE1439+750 4 -140.9  10.5 12.20 -2.17 27.7 2.1 0.960.05,0.990.05 6,6
WD1507+220 10 -50.7  0.5 6.31 -0.15 93.3 42.2 0.500.03 1
WD1507−105 2 -14.0  5.6 0.00 -0.02 26.9 6.1
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Table 4. continued.
Name N Mean 2 log10(p) e(A) e(B) Mass Ref.
(km s−1) (%) (%) (M )
WD1614+136 15 5.2  0.5 25.67 -1.54 98.1 56.5 0.330.03 1
WD1615−157 2 12.8  6.7 0.13 -0.14 26.3 1.7 0.620.02,0.660.02 3,7
WD1620−391 11 47.5  0.1 32.44 -3.47 99.5 74.0 0.620.01,0.660.02 3,7
WD1637+335 5 27.5  1.0 8.80 -1.18 82.7 34.0
WD1647+591 13 41.6  1.1 7.71 -0.09 89.8 41.0
HS1653+7753 5 -1.2  2.5 0.96 -0.04 71.6 16.9 0.320.02 4
WD1655+215 5 40.0  1.3 6.48 -0.78 87.2 34.3
WD1911+135 10 20.7  0.4 12.23 -0.70 94.0 45.6 0.490.03,0.500.03 1,2
WD1943+163 14 36.3  0.4 5.84 -0.02 97.4 50.5 0.490.03 1
WD2058+506 15 8.2  0.5 17.65 -0.65 92.2 44.5
WD2111+261 12 -2.4  0.3 15.82 -0.83 92.5 49.4
WD2117+539 11 3.3  0.3 12.23 -0.57 95.8 53.2 0.500.03 1
WD2136+828 10 -35.6  0.4 5.21 -0.09 94.4 46.8 0.500.03 1
WD2151−015 11 41.0  0.7 14.97 -0.88 95.6 44.7
WD2151−015B 4 6.8  3.9 5.09 -0.78 70.0 18.8
WD2226+061 10 40.7  0.6 6.05 -0.13 92.2 40.8 0.430.03 1
WD2341+322 5 7.5  1.7 6.44 -0.77 84.5 22.7 0.570.03 5
Figure 2. Measured radial velocities of WD 0101+048 and our
best circular orbit fit (P=6.539d).
t to our data. The real period of this binary should be
easy to identify with a few more spectra. The value of chi-
squared is unusually low for all the circular orbit ts in
Table 5. There are 14 data points and 4 free parameters
in the tting process, so we might expect a typical value
of chi-squared around 10, but a value of chi-squared as
low as 5.27 occurs by chance for about 1/8 trials, so such
a low value of chi-squared is to be expected occasionally
given the number of binaries we have studied.
WD0341+021: This star is clearly variable according to our
criterion. The variability is due to an oset between two
data sets (see Table 2). Although there is only one spec-
trum in the INT data set, the oset is clearly seen in the
data and far exceeds the typical oset between data sets.
We suspect this is a long period binary.
WD0346−011: The H line of this star is weak and broad so
we only used two Gaussians in the model line prole.
WD0416+701: This star is certainly variable according
to our criterion. We used the same procedure as for
WD0101+048 to re-calculate the model prole. There is
Figure 3. Measured radial velocities of WD 0416+701 and a cir-
cular orbit fit.
a clear peak in the periodogram near 0.32d with no other
signicant peaks. A circular orbit t to the measured ra-
dial velocities is given in Table 6. The 2 value for this t
is rather high so we present this as a tentative identica-
tion of the orbital period. The measured radial velocities
and circular orbit t are shown in Fig. 3
WD 0752−146: Schultz et al. (1992) found an emission line
superimposed on the usual absorption line which shows
variable radial velocity and indicates the presence of
a companion. We measured the radial velocity of both
the absorption and emission lines and found both to be
slightly variable, though neither satises our strict crite-
rion for binarity. The measurements of the emission line
are listed in Tables 4 and 9 under WD 0752−146 B. We
were unable to identify a denite period from our data
combined with the data of Schultz et al.
WD 0945+245: This star, also known as LB11146, was stud-
ied by Glenn et al. (1994) who found that the spectrum
is a composite of a magnetic and a non-magnetic white
dwarf. Their radial velocity measurements showed no vari-
ability over a baseline of 16 days. We nd no evidence for
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variability from our own data nor from the combination
of both sets of radial velocity measurements.
WD0824+288: This is a rare DA+dC star (Finley et al.
1997) also known as PG0824+289. We were unable to
measure the radial velocity of the white dwarf from our 2
H spectra, but the results of measuring the radial veloc-
ity of the dC component measured from the H emission
line are given in Tables 4 and 9 under WD0824+288 B.
WD1029+537: This hot white dwarf has a broad, shallow
H line so we only used two Gaussians to form the model
line prole.
WD1036+433: The core of the H line in star this reversed
(in emission).
WD1105−048: Although this star is variable according to
our criterion, there are no obvious periods in the data and
circular orbit ts to potential periods are not convincing.
The uncertainties for several of the radial velocities given
in Table 9 are very small. These uncertainties take no
account of systematic errors in the data. If we assume
there is an additional uncertainty of only 0.5 kms−1 in
the data, we nd log10(p) = −3:3. We believe that the
data for this star simply reflect the fact that systematic
errors in the data limit the accuracy of our radial velocity
measurements to  0:5 kms−1.
WD1310+583: We only used data within 3500 km s−1 of H
for the tting process because four of our spectra only
extend 3500 kms−1 to the red of H.
WD1327−083: Although this star is variable according to
our criterion, there are no obvious periods in the data and
circular orbit ts to potential periods are not convincing.
This would appear to be a similar case to WD 1105−048,
i.e, the small uncertainties on some radial velocity mea-
surements are over-optimistic.
WD1407−475 This star is clearly variable according to our
criterion. The variability is due to the large oset between
two data sets (see Table 2). A periodogram shows signif-
icant peaks near 1, 2 and 3 cycles/d. We used the same
technique applied to WD0101+048 to measure the circu-
lar orbit ts to these three orbital periods given in Table 7.
The t for a period near one day is shown in Fig. 4. The
circular orbit ts are good but further data is required
to conrm this star is a binary and to then identify the
correct orbital period.
WD1615−157: This star incorrectly labelled as 1615−154
by Bragaglia et al. (1995) and Saer, Livio & Yungelson
(1998).
WD2151−015: We found this star showed emission at H
due to a companion which is variable in strength (Maxted
et al. 1999). We used an additional Gaussian component
to model the emission line, though it is not always visible
in the spectra. Radial velocities for the 4 spectra where
the line could be measured are listed in Tables 4 and 9
under WD2151−015 B.
5 DISCUSSION
5.1 Evidence for a population of single, low
mass white dwarfs.
We have used the results in Table 4 to investigate whether
there is any evidence for a population of single, LMWDs. For
Figure 4. Measured radial velocities of WD 1407−475 and our
circular orbit fit for a period near one day.
Table 5. Circular orbit fits to measured radial velocities of
WD 0101+048. The uncertainty on the final digit of the period is
given in parentheses.
Period HJD(T0) γ K 
2
(d) −2451000 (km s−1) (km s−1)
6.539(4) 3:9 0:1 61:6  1:1 11:9  1:3 5.27
6.272(3) 0:3 0:1 62:2  0:7 12:1  1:3 5.56
5.807(3) 5:7 0:1 61:0  0:8 10:9  1:1 7.07
5.304(3) 5:9 0:1 62:0  1:0 11:8  1:3 6.70
1.2093(2) 6:10 0:03 62:3  0:7 10:9  1:1 6.49
1.1768(1) 6:65 0:03 61:0  0:8 10:7  1:1 5.88
1.1461(1) 7:19 0:03 59:1  0:9 11:7  1:3 7.02
Table 6. A circular orbit fit to the measured radial velocities of
WD 0416+701. The uncertainty on the final digit of the period is
given in parentheses.
Period HJD(T0) γ K 
2
(d) −2451000 (kms−1) (km s−1)
0.31854(2) 0.08 0.01 24.9  1.0 11.5  1.6 30.0
Table 7. Circular orbit fits to measured radial velocities of
WD 1407−475. The uncertainty on the final digit of the period is
given in parentheses.
Period HJD(T0) γ K 
2
(d) −2450000 (kms−1) (km s−1)
0.9985(3) 595:7  0:1 46:2 5:4 15:5 5:2 10.7
0.50032(5) 595:10  0:04 42:9 1:4 12:8 1:4 10.7
0.33320(1) 595:76  0:02 41:8 0:8 13:3 0:9 11.9
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the purposes of this discussion we dene an LMWD to be
a white dwarf for which more than half the mass estimates,
M M , satisfy the condition (Mlim−M) > 2M , i.e., they
are at least two standard deviations below some mass limit
Mlim. The value of Mlim is a matter of some debate, so we
consider three cases, Mlim = 0:45M ,Mlim = 0:50M and
Mlim = 0:55M . Of the 20 white dwarfs which satisfy the
condition Mlim = 0:55M , 19 show no evidence for a binary
companion. The nature of the companion to WD 0341+021,
if it is a binary, is not known. The results in Table 4 cannot
be taken at face value because the obvious binaries have
already been excluded. In order to account for these binaries
we have reviewed our records to identify objects excluded
from Table 4 which were observed because of their low mass
and subsequently discovered to be binaries. There are 16
such stars, 3 of which have main-sequence companions and
13 of which are known or strongly suspected to have white
dwarf companions.
It must be emphasized that we did not set out from
the start to observe white dwarfs is such a way as to deter-
mine whether there is any evidence for a population of sin-
gle LMWDs. The various stars were observed for dierent
reasons, sometimes with a dierent motivation for the same
star at dierent times. Nevertheless, these stars were, in gen-
eral, observed because of their low mass and we continued
to observe them if possible until we had either established
an orbital period or had established that they were likely
to be single. Therefore, our sample of LMWDS is fairly ho-
mogeneous and while it is not ideal it is, by far, the best
available. We have simplied our analysis by assuming that
there are only two populations of binary LMWDs, those
with a companion of equal mass (population A) and those
with companions of mass 0.08M (population B) and that
our detection eciencies for these binaries are as given in
Table 4. The question we address here is whether our data
show evidence for a population of single LMWDs (popula-
tion C). We then have two models. The rst model is that all
LMWDs belong to either population A or population B. We
denote this model M2 because it contains only two popula-
tions. The second model is that there are three populations
of LMWDs, A, B and C, so we denote this model M3. Using







where the usual notation applies, e.g., P(M2jD) is the prob-
ability of model M2 given our data, D. Our data consist
of NA LMWDs with white dwarf companions we identify
as belonging to population A, NB LMWDS with main-
sequence companions we identify as belonging to population
B and N0 that are not detected as binaries. For these \non-
detections", we have detection eciencies ei(A) and ei(B),
i = 1; 2; : : : ; N0, for binaries belonging to population A and
B, respectively. If some fraction fA of binaries belong to











pi = fA(1− ei(A)) + (1− fA)(1− ei(B))
Table 8. The ratio of probabilities
P (DjM3)
P (DjM2) for three different
assumptions concerning WD 0341+021 and the most likely values
of fA and fC and for three different uper limits to the mass, Mlim.
The number of stars from Table 4 whose measured masses are two
standard deviations below Mlim, Nlow, is also given.
Companion to P (DjM3) Model M2 Model M3
WD0341+021 P (DjM2) fA fA fC
Mlim=0.55M , Nlow = 20
Undetected 27 0.42 0.67 0.39
White dwarf 16 0.45 0.68 0.36
Main sequence 7 0.42 0.60 0.33
Mlim=0.50M , Nlow = 14
Undetected 48 0.49 0.68 0.30
White dwarf 30 0.52 0.70 0.27
Main sequence 17 0.48 0.62 0.23
Mlim=0.45M , Nlow = 8
Undetected 43 0.60 0.67 0.12
White dwarf 30 0.64 0.69 0.08
Main sequence 23 0.59 0.61 0.03
and
qi = fA(1− ei(A)) + (1− fA)(1− ei(B)) + fC
This ratio of probabilities has the considerable merit that
we do not need to make any assumptions concerning the
detection eciencies for those LMWDs identied as belong-
ing to population A or B. As we have no prior assumptions
concerning the values of fA or fC , we simply integrate the
function numerically over a uniform grid of all possible val-
ues. In addition, we can identify the most likely values of fA
and fC given our data.
We have calculated the value of P (DjM3)
P (DjM2) for the three
cases shown in Table 8 corresponding to three dierent
assumptions concerning the nature of the companion to
WD0341+021. We include the case of an undetected com-
panion despite having noted this star as a binary to allow
for this detection being a \false-alarm", though we consider
this to be unlikely. Also given in Table 8 are the most likely
values of fA and fC .
The sensitivity of our result to the assumed properties of
just one star in a sample of 37 demonstrates that the results
must be treated with some caution. However, they do seem
to favour the existence of a population of single LMWDs.
This result should not be taken as conclusive for several
reasons. Firstly, we have assumed that some of the binaries
from our other studies which show no sign of a companion
star have white dwarf companions. If this is not the case,
then the value P (DjM3)
P (DjM2) may be much lower. Secondly, there
have been many simplifying assumptions made concerning
the nature of the companions to these star. Thirdly, we have
used the theoretical period distribution for these binaries
despite the problems with these theories. In summary, we
can say the the data favour the existence of a population of
single LMWDs, but this result is not conclusive.
We have assumed that the companions to the LMWDs
in our sample are either white dwarfs or main-sequence stars
(M  0:08M ). The question of whether companions of
such low mass or lower (i.e., sub-stellar companions) can
survive a common envelope phase is a dicult one to answer
(Siess & Livio 1999). It would certainly be useful to continue
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observations of the LMWDs presented here to push down
the limits on the mass of any possible companion.
5.2 Comparison with the results of Saffer,
Livio & Yungelson (1998).
Several of the stars in this paper are candidate radial ve-
locity variables from Saer , Livio & Yungelson (1998).
There are four \weight 1" candidates (WD 1232+479,
WD1310+583, WD 1647+591, WD2117+539) and four
\weight 2" candidates (WD 0401+250, WD 0549+158,
WD0839+231, WD 1229−012). Only one of these shows any
hint of variability from our own data, which is quite exten-
sive for all these stars. This is, perhaps, not surprising given
that Maxted & Marsh (1999) found that the mean number of
false detections of binaries expected in their survey based on
the quoted uncertainty in the radial velocity measurements
and the detection criterion is 17.7. This estimate is clearly
too high given the number of binary candidates identied
by the survey which were known to be binaries beforehand
or which have been conrmed subsequently. This suggests
that the typical uncertainty quoted for these radial velocity
measurements is to low. It also shows the problems that can
arise when trying to draw quantitative conclusions from a
survey for binary stars based on rather subjective detection
criteria.
6 CONCLUSION
We have presented 594 radial velocity measurements for 71
white dwarfs. We nd that WD 0101+048 is certainly a bi-
nary, but are unable to determine whether the orbital period
is near 6.4d or 1.2d. Similarly, WD 1407−475 is also a binary
but we are unable to determine whether its orbital period
is near 1d, 1/2d or 1/3d from our data. WD0416+701 is
likely to be binary and our data favours an orbital period of
0.32d, but further observations are required to show this con-
vincingly. We also identify WD0341+021 as another likely
binary but are unable to establish the orbital period fom our
data. There is some evidence in our data for a population of
single, low mass white dwarfs, but this result is dependent
on several assumptions.
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